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.
I. Introduction.
It is my purpose to relate v/hat a few aurhors have done
along the line of congruences and then to take up a special example
and establish the relation that exists between the rectilinear (2,2)
congruence and the circular transformation of one complex plane
into the other.
The men who have done work or studied this subject in this
particular way, are very few. The majority of the authors have mere-
ly given their attention to the studying of the general constructi-
on of congruences, constructed by means of bi rational corresponden-
ces and the converse.
Hirst: On Crernonian Congruences, Proc. Lond. Math. Society,
vol. 14, page 359-301, for example, has gone into detail in his
investigations concerning the class of congruences based upon the
Cremona transformations of two planes. To make clear the idea, it
is indeed necessary to define exactly what is meant by Crernonian
congruence. It is a twofold system of rays, each of which pass
through a pair of corresponding points in two planes, having a Cre-
rnonian correspondence. And a Crernonian correspondence is a (1,1)
correspondence of the points in two planes such that to every
straight line in either plane there corresponds a conic in the

other.
Steiner: Ges. Werke, vol. 1, pages 407-439, on the other
hand established a quadratic correspondence between two planes by
the intersections of the congruence of lines through any two skew
lines with those planes. His manner of procedure was merely to take
any two lines in space as the given lines, and then all lines cutt-
ing these simultaneously are called a system of lines or a congru-
ence. From this he develops hi3 quadratic transformations. Then
Doehlemann: Geometrische Transformation, vol. 2, page 35-37, takes
up Steiners work in a more condensed form, showing the space devel-
opment of a quadratic transformation and the quadratic transforma-
tion of the fundamental form of the second kind. Also, he shows how
the quadratic transformed planes are as sections of a linear con-
gruence of rays.
Arnold Emch, of the University of Illinois, is the only
person, as far as I am able to find out, who has done any special
work on the subject of rectilinear (3,2) congruences constructed by
means of a circular correspondence between two planes. His work will
be found in form, which was presented to the American Mathematical
Society in September 1911. It will be necessary a little further
along in my treatise, to give the most important points of Mr. Emch'
s
paper, for it leads up to some points, which I shall take up that
he did not complete. I will work them out in full and make drawings
for representations,
Harknesp and Morley: Introduction to Analytic Functions,
pages42-44, have contributed some to the subject along the line of
bilinear transformations as shown hereafter.

II. Stereographic Projection.
Before taking up the linear substitution of a complex vari-
able z-=x+iy, it will be necessary to make a transition from the
plane of the complex variable to a sphere. It is well known how com-
plex numbers must be represented by the points of a plane, but now
we want to introduce a representation where a sphere can be used.
The transition is made by what is known as stereographic projection
of the z-plane upon a sphere. Place a sphere, called Neumann's
sphere because he chose the sphere instead of the plane as the field
of complex variables, of unit diameter on the xy- plane, considered
horizontal so that it touches the plane at some point S. The highest
point of the sphere will be called K, that one diametrically opposite
S. From this point N project the points of the plane on the sphere
by straight projecting lines. This kind of projection obtained its
name in earliest times in cartography. Its properties are, that to
each point of the plane there corresponds one and only one point of
the sphere, since each projecting line cuts the sphere in only one
point besides N. Conversely, to each point of the sphere there cor-
responds one and only one point of the plane. But the question
arises, what point of the plane corresponds to the point IT of the
sphere. It is an exception apparently, but we can make the theorem
general by the hypothesis that the plane has an infinitely distant
point co, and assigning this point to correspond to N, Then it is
easily seen that to each straight line of the plane there correspond
a circle of the sphere passing through II and conversely* to each
circle of the sphere passing through N, there corresponds a straight
line of the plane. Moreover, any two such circles intersect at the

4same angle as the two corresponding straight lines of the plane.
Now with the aid of analytical geometry it is very easy to deduce
further properties. Introduce (^,^,/) rectangular space coordinates
of which / and H axis coincide respectively with the x and y axes
of the x iy plane, while the positiive direction of the j axis is
that of SN. In this system of coordinates the equation of the sphere
is / + r= /(/ -/). The point of the sphere corresponds to
the point of the plane whose coordinates are (xy) and radius vsctor
r as Yxl + y
x
.
How to obtain the / coordinate of this point on the
sphere and its distance f from the / axis, similar triangles furnish
the following double proportion, figure (1), (/
-
j) :f :f~l : r. From
this it follows that r - = --and from these further r 1 - ~- se /-/
^
- /./»
1 + 1-3 = TZl > a^d conversely, / ar 77-vr, f= 7— By construction it
follows that x:y:r = J:7:f\ Then the coordinates of a point of the
sphere are expressed as follows in terms of the corresponding point
. x y r*
of the plane: J =. , \ , f , and conversely, the co-
l+r x 1+r 1 l + r*
ordinates and radius vector of a point of the plane are expressed
as folloivs in terms of the coordinates of the corresponding point
of the sphere: x - y - jzy> r = JZ~f
'
Now we are to transfer the geometrical representation of
complex numbers from a plane to the sphere, and assign to each point
of the sphere the same complex number which heretofore belonged to
its stereographic projection on the plane, namely: 2 = x + iy.
III. Interpretation of a Circular Transformation in a plane
on the stereographic sphere; Consecutive Inver-
si ons
.
Designating by Cartesian coordinates with respect
to the same planes of reference as before, then as is well known,

as-vb
to every circular transformation in the z-plane, z' = jcorres-
oz+d
ponds a collineation of the sphere into itself, that is, a collinea-
tion in space in which the sphere remains invariant. From
this it is seen that the projective geometry on the sphere is equi-
valent to the geometry of circular transformation in a plane, and
one results from the other by a st ereographic projection. If we have
a circular transformation of one plane upon another, then it can be
shown that the points of the two planes may be made to correspond to
each other by means of two consecutive stereographio projections, or
more generally two consecutive inversions of the same sphere with
the given planes in such case as the inverted sphere.
According to Karkness and Mori eyj Introduction to Analytic
Functions, pages 42-44 (see also R.Sturm; Die Lehre von den geornetri-
schen Verwandt schaf t en, vol. 4, pages90-95), this can be proved thus:
x and y denoting complex variables and a,b,c,d real or complex quan-
ax+b
tities, y = is a relation which involves four constants which
cx-f-d
appear only as ratios, hence a knowledge of the three pairs of cor-
responding values (x,y) will determine completely the character of
the transformation. As corresponding values take x = --^-'y =JR— .
—
figure (2).
Taking any point X exterior to the x-plane as origin, in-
vert the x-plane into a sphere through X. the correspondence between
the points of the sphere and the values of x is one-to-one; in par-
ticular the value x = ©©corresponds to the point X itself. The points
d b
- — ,
-
-- of the plane pass into points YZ of the sphere, and in-
c a
vert the sphere again, this time from Y on a plane parallel to the
tangent plane at Y, and at a distance that Z,X invert into points
a
whose distance apart is — , This plane is then taken as the y-plane

and the inverse of Z as the origin, so it is possible to adjust the
a
real axis in this plane so that the inverse of X is — . S is any
c
point of the sphere inverted into points P, Q on the two planes,
the centers of the inversion being X and Y respectively; and let P
be the point x of the x-plane, Q the point y of the y-plane. Then
AP SY BY
— _ ox' AP.3Q - XA.BY, which is constant, and taking for
XA GX BQ
b d
a c
be - ad
— L It has been proved then
P the particular position - — the constant is
so - ad .
or I enc e x f --
c
a
y
o -
that the two quantities are equal in absolute value.
The plane through XY and the center of the sphere will meet
the line of intersection of the planes perpendicularly, say at c.
Then as CA, CB are respectively perpendicular to the diameters
through X and Y, CB = CA . And since AP and BQ lie in a plane, the
angles CAP, CBQ are equal. Then we have angle CAP f angle CBQ - 0,
d a
that is, am (x + — ) + am (y - — ) = constant, when amplitude means
c c
the angle which determines the direction of the stroke; and taking
b d a b d
x = - —
, y = o, the results are: arn [x * — ) (y - — ) - a:.: (- — f -)
a c c a c
a be - ad d a bc-ad
(- — ) = am thus (x + — ) ( y - — ) and which were
c c* c c c*
proved equal in absolute value, are equal also in amplitude. That
ax + b
is, they are equal, hence y = . It is proved then, that the
ox + d
bilinear transformation is equivalent to two absolute inversions.
It is now of interest to study the rectilinear congruence
obtained by joining corresponding points in the two planes, as has
been pointed out in the introduction.

As I have developed some points which Mr. Emch did not, it
will be necessary to give the most important part of his work, found
in the Annals of Mathematics, second series, vol. 13. No. 4. He^Vso
takes the above transformation into complex realms and makes use of
az + b
the complex function z* = .
cz + d
A sphere of given radius is placed between the complex
planes which intersect with an acute angle. Two points are selected
as centers of inversion, as the planes may be considered as inver-
sions of the sphere. Any point on the sphere is inverted into two
points on the planes and it is the relation of these points that is
az + b
bilinear or a circular transformation z * . Then all lines
cz + d
joining corresponding points form a congruence and as the point in que-
stion moves over the sphere* ti;e envelope of all lines of the con-
gruence situated in a plane through the centers of inversion is a
conic, since to every point of the sphere there corresponds a line
of the congruence. Then by turning the plane about the line joining
the centers, this conic will generate a surface. And the character
of the surface is determined by the shape of the conic. The congru-
ence is (3,2) because through any given point and plane two lines
of the system will pass.
IV. Some particular cases.
1 . z s z * a
.
Assuming in the z-plane a pencil of parallel lines, then
the inverse on the sphere will be a parabolic pencil of circles
which is projected upon the z-plane as a pencil of the same type;
but in case of a proper sphere. From this is seen that translation
between two planes cannot be produced by proper consecutive inver-
sions. If we attempt to make this interpretation we must postulate

a plane P as the degenerate sphere and the z-and z- planes parallel
to it and the center of projection N in a perpendicular direction
at an infinite distance; figure (3). The Q-surface has no meaning
in this case. We might also choose the z-and z- planes coincident
and choose for the real axes in these planes two parallel lines.
Any figure formed by the one set of points in either plane is con-
gruent to the one formed by the corresponding points of the other
set in the other plane.
2. The next case to be considered is the product of z and
some constant, say c, namely: z'= cz. Now the problem is what kind
of a transformation of the plane into itself, that is, what kind
of mappings of the z-piane on the z-plane are possible by means of
this equation. There must be assumed various values of c to give the
desired results, necessarily c = o must be excluded at once. For re-
gardless of what z may be, z'must be equal to o and consequently
there would be no proper transformation. But let the value of c be
any real positive number, then any point z and its corresponding
Point z'lie on a straight line through the center of projection and
the point of the sphere to be projected, figure (4). And the points
z and z' are so related that their respective distances from the cen-
ter of projection always has a constant ratio. So the transformation
of the plane z into z' is done by stretching out from the center of
projection. But any figure form eel by the z' points in the z-plane by
means of this transformation is not congruent to the one formed by
the corresponding z points in the z-plane, but it is similar to it.
To establish the analytical relation assume the sphere tangent to
the z-plane and parallel to it at a distance a is the z-plane. And
now making use of the formulae derived in the stereographic projec-
tion the following is true where 2 r is the diameter of the circle:

9x -
2 Tj
2 7-f
y z
2 r ?
2~r-/
z -
(2 r * a)f
x -
y =
-------
(2 r a) \
2 r -/
z' =
(f +'7 )
x t iy=(2 r f a)
2 r -/
(3 r 4 a) (/ + «?)
'
z' 2 r -/
z 3 r
3 r
-/
3 r f a
2 r
,
2 r + a
2 r
2 r + a
Thus we see that the value of c is a constant or a real pos-
2 r
itive number, and the theorem is proved, that is, the transformation
by means of the equation z'=cz in which c is some real and positive
number, is affected by stretching it from the center of projection.
When c = £ e' , assume the same origin and as the real axis
in the z-plane, a line through the origin making an angle of (f with
the real axis of the z-•plane
.
Combining translation, similitude and rotation by choosing
the real and imaginary axis in the z-plane properly we can establish
the general singly linear transformation z = cz + a.
3. The next case to take up, is to show that inversion is
possible by means of some transformation of this sort. The procedure
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is as follows: a sphere of radius 2 r is taken and placed between
two parallel planes whose distance apart is 2 r, hence the sphere
is tangent to both planes. Let the one above the sphere be the z-
plane and the one below the z'-plane, figure 5. If any point of the
sphere (J,
1
?, J) be projected from the points of tangency of the
planes as centers, the point in the z'-plane being the center of
projection for the z-plane and vice-versa, the coordinates of the
point will be after projecting (x,y) and (x',y') according to z-and
z- planes respectively. Then by stereographi c projection we find,
x
-
=
ill..
2 r -/
,
2 r V.
y , .„„„
2 r/
X =—
-2 r 2
y = -y-
and x'+ iy' r 2 r {f
' :72 r
x + iy = 2 r {f - i7l)
........
The equation of the sphere in {f>J>t) as^^-plane with reference to
z-plane is , <
JTTr- - / ) /(*
which is
or
or
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and substituting the value of ^ + ? found above, in this last ex-
4 r 2
pression it is found that (x +iy) (x'-fiy*) s z'.z = 4r* or z'=-
,
So
which shows that the transformation is an inversion. Nov/ taking
every point on the surface of the sphere and projecting them on the
z-and z-planes and connecting the corresponding points by straight
lines, as explained in I and III, the straight lines form a congru-
ency and enclose a surface. What we mean by congruency is, that
there are lines which constitute a set, such that any two given con-
ditions determine a finite number of lines of the set, and the re-
quirement that a line of the system should pass through a given
point is equivalent to two conditions. The number of lines which
pass through a given point is called the order of the congruency,
and similarly the number of lines of a system which lie in any given
plane is called the class, and since in the above example each line
passes through corresponding points of the two planes, the order and
class of the congruence would be of the first.
To find the equation of the surface enclosed by the lines
of the congruency cut the sphere and the z-and z-planes by a plane
perpendicular to the tangent planes so that figure 6 is the result.
The z-and z-planes are straight lines. It is seen from this that the
extreme case will be when the point is on the equator of the sphere,
the farthest distance from the centers of projection and the line
joining the corresponding points after projection will be parallel
to the line joining the centers. So the cross-section of the Q-sur-
face will be an ellipse on this plane. And to find the equation it
will only be necessary to find the semi-axes of this ellipse and
substitute them in the form of the equation for a surface of revolu-
tion, since rotating this ellipse about the line joining the centers
will give the surface. Now by placing the origin of the (x,y,z) co-

ordinate planes at the center of the sphere andctf - 2 r, £ = r because
by construction e(. equals the diameter of the circle and £ equals the
radius of the circle so substituting in —•\\r" t = 1 tne result
is: 4 — s 1, and reducing x + yN- 4 z*"- 4 r
x
= o is the equation
4 r* r*
of the Q-surface in this case and it is an ellipsoid of revolution.
V. General cases.
The problem worked out in detail is where the conies are all
ellipses and it is my purpose to determine the character of the sur-
face Q when the conies k become hyperbolas and circles. The semi-
axes of the conies are ^ and I? and expressed in the terms found,
PP' S «Y - PP'(4f- s*) 4 pp'- qA
el'r , £ r — , and further 4 »
AC 4f" 4
= k* If the conic is an hyperbola, f s in the given formula. And to
establish this we must find suitable values to substitute, in order
to bring the results desired. The value of being given, so to
make it less than o, f * * f - >J^
and further 4 - — ^
—
, since f ^ A and s s r s. 1, p - p'- 2, q -
r'
A pp'
16-9
2 4 2 - 1 s 3. So substituting these values in cK - Z > k -
7 4
=t — . The equation of the surface is now readily deduced from that
4
when the conic is an ellipse by merely substituting the above values
in its equation — namely;
(x 4 y*) j pps (sx 4 4 ry) - pps J - (sx + 4 ry
)
|k*(sx"+ 4 ry1) - ppsz* - kpp's5^ =• o,
which gives for the equation desired (x*-f y*) |4 (x'- 4y*) - 16} -
(xx 4 4y^ ^-
7
-(x*4 4 y
l
) - 4 z
a
- 7) - o, and disposing of the fractions
it reduces to 16(x>yt) (x^+ 4y*- 4) - (x*+ 4 y1) ^7(x
z
"4 4y1 - 16 z*-
- 28
J-
o.
To investigate the character of the surface it will be ne-
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cessary to break it up by plane sections through the z-axis then the
intersections of the xy-plane with the surface is an ellipse. This
is determined from the general equation by putting
16 (xx + y*) (x
1
+ 4f-4)- (x* + 4 y") {?(x% 4 y) - 38^= o,
or (x*+ 4 f) (9 x
x
- 12 y
x
) 4- 28) - 64 x*- 64 y*"- o,
or (3 x
x
- 4 y) (x
a
f 4 y*) - 4(3 x% 4 y*) - o,
or x
1
+ 4 y* = 4 and 3 xx- 4 y
3
"^ o, which are respectively the
x* f3-
equations of an ellipse of the form --+--= 1 and the two intersec-
° 1
ting lines y = ± if £fJT, the semi -axes of the ellipse being 2 and 1.
The yz-plane intersects the surface in an heyperbola, which is shown
by letting x = o. The results are: 16 y
2
"(4 y
x
- 4) - 4 y
r
(28 y""- 16 z'
- 28) = o, or reducing 16 y*- 16 - 28 yz + 16 z* + 28 = o, or 12 yx
- 16 zr r 12, which is an equation representing an hyperbola and in
y* z*
its final form is -- -> 1. And the intersections with the
V 2 7
xz-plane or y = o. Substituting,
16 x* (
x
r
- 4 ) - x
2
( 7 x
z
- 16 z1 -- 28 ) = o
,
16 (x2-- 4) - 7 x^-f 16 z% 28 = o,
9 x% 16 z* = 36,
x*- z
2
"
ft-)
3
which is the equation of an ellipse whose semi-axes are 2 and —
.
2
Now the intersection with a plane y = x tan (f through the
z-axis, figure 7, the plane being taken at an angle (f it gives for
x and y the following values in terms of x'and^:
X - X cos
y s x'sin
Substituting these in the equation of the surface and the intersec-

tion with that plane is determined and the results are:
16 J~{Xoo*<¥ * 4 yfairff- 4) - {r/ooQ^fi 4/sin* f)
1*7 (x' cos* 4? f 4 # siri2 ^) - 16 za - 28))= o ,
and reducing 16 (x'%- 3 x*sinz f- 4) - (1 f 3 sin*f) ^7 x*(l + 3siify
- 16 zA - 28))= o
,
t 48 sin*f- 7(1 - 3 sinffj 16 z1 (1 + 3sin*^)
f 38 (1 + 3 siity) - 64 = o ,
x 16
x' (1 + 3 sinf) (3-7 sirif) + z*(l t 3 sinf)
= 4 (3 - 7 sinf)
X' Z^
+ 1
4 3(3-7sirty) >
l*3sinjP 4(l+3sinf)
which is the equation of an ellipse as it appears in this form, with
the semi-axes
Should 3 -7sin ^- o or sin^= f/M this ellipse would de-
generate into a straight line of length % ^ — X \J ~~tL— . ^
Y
From these results now we are able to determine the charac-
ter of the surface. Taking this plane y = tan which passes through
the z-axis we are permitted to give^any value desired, 30 taking
the angle every ten degrees and substituting their sines in the
values above of «^ and
€
we can easily plot each curve thus found. At
first it is found that the curves are ellipses and continuing we
find them degenerating first into a straight line then hyperbolas,
the thing we started out to do in the beginning. These values of the
angle where the degenerations occur for the line and the hyperbola

both occur between 40 and 50 degrees. To find just where the line
is, the procedure is as follows. The minor axis must necessarily be
(> = o, or si- = o, which is q*f - ppfUP-S*)
4 ?
o so ^ -
s o, and substituting the values found above for q,p } p'and s the
result is - 7 f » - 4
*• 7 sx •+ 4 ry
The value of v was found to be — , so substituting in this,
4 (x'4 y
?
) 4 x*f 4tan*^x*
the values for the different letters, it reduces to — =.
,
, ^
,7 4(x*+ tarf^x 4
which is equal to 4 44 (1 f tan f ) I ;7 (1 f 4 tan^). So now solv-
ing the above equation for the angle will be found where the section
is a straight line, namely;^- 40,89*
Yet there is another way in which the character of the sur-
face may be determined. This is also in agreement with the result
that a part of the locus of the intersection of the xy-plane with the
Q-surface is
y= 2--/).x or -- - tan f= ±£ .
2
Indeed as from the previous development sin ^= IFx » i-t is found
that
y
— - ta
CP
The values of «(
2
and @ have already been given and now the quantities
which make them have been determined, so all we have to do is to sub-
stitute these values in and we have the semi-axis. And to get the
different sections, after ^ has been substituted ©( and will be
in terms of tan all that is necessary to be done is to substitute
the desired values of (ft , and the same results will be obtained as in
the previous way.
The results are-;

pp
Tan -
it 10°-
.1763
it 20°-
.364
it 30°-
.577
it 40°^
.839
tt bU - 1.191
ti 60° ^ 1.732
ti 70°^ 2.747
it 80° = 5.671
it 90"=
4
CO
1
4 r f* 9^- lsC* 4 - 7*P
q*f - pp'^f - s3 ) ;
_
— 4? 4
1 f 4 tarty
4 (1 f tan^
0' P*- -Z ** = V d = *
a. 112 a 1
10 * P = o( = <* .= 1.91
412 112
o(
-
- 7
412
28
( )
103
+ 4
_,
4 (
28
133"
20° f = -r
452 152
453
7
>8
- 7 (—-) + 4

532
58
58
4 ( )
133
* 381
I CO 1681
o< - 1.34
^ = .19
40.89* f = — °( - 1.33
7
9 - o
- 50° \ - —- - 1.30
9 67
? - -.54
d9r so' ^ - * r i.i
159
* = -.73
70° £ - -— °<- £ l.o4
3 - -.81
341
? - -.84
90° f = 1 = 1
129 6 ,
80 ° C ^ - 1.01
133
P r-£?~
- -.86
Now to show the character of the surface merely substitute
the above values of o( and ^ in the form ~a + - 1 and plot the
different curves. The peculiar form is shown in figure (8).
A model is also made.
The next to determine is where k*=. o and all conies are
circles. Necessarily for the conies to be circles o( must be equal to
@ or o( - - 4 pp'- q"*r o and since q is equal to p * p' - s, 4 pp'
- (p + p - s) = o. Solving this equation for s when p = p' = 4, it
is found to be 1. Then putting r = 1 and substituting these values

in the equation of the surface-Q when k is an ellipse, it readily
reduces to the form:
(x* + y% z) (x"+ 4 /) - 36 (x*t y) = o.
To construct the surface which is generated by the conic k, which
in this case is a circle, being turned about the z-axis, it is ne-
cessary to find the value of the radius of k in its general form.
It is done as follows. The z-axis passes through the center of the
conic and also, the origin of the coordinate axes is placed at the
center. So select any point on the surface in the (xy)-plane and
indicate its distance from the origin, on a plane through the z-axis
and the point, by ^ and then by figure (9) x =^ cos ^ and y -^sin^
Now take the line represented by j as the x-axi s and substituting
the above values of x and y in the equation of the surface and the
result will be the conic in which the plane through the point and
the z-axis cuts the surface, namely:
(j*cosa ^f ^ sin ft z*) (/cosY* 4 f\\rf f) - 36^- o,
reducing ( J% z
l
) (cos ^ i 4 sin^) - 36^*= o,/3 6
^ z*r .
1 f 3 &inx (p
Which clearly is the equation of a circle whose radius is by the
section at an angle (f ,
6
So
^
being any angle, this equation represents the radius of the
conic. And when different values are substituted for (j? , say from
10 to 10 degrees, the different conies can be plotted, hence showing
the form of the surface. Figure (10) is an isometric construction
and by the outline it is plainly seen that the surface degenerates
into an ellipse when z = o or where surface cuts xy-plane. This is
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shown by substituting z - o in the equation of the surface which
X i y*
gives -- t — s 1* the equation of an ellipse with semi-axes 6 and 3.
The following are the results when different angles are
taken and the radius determined:
0'
10
20
40
50
60
70
80
90
sin
<JP
.1736
.343
.5
.6428
.7 66
.866
,9397
.9848
1
3 sin
^
.09 041
.3508
.75
1.2369
1.7 619
2.2507
2,649
2.9094
3
1+3 sin
1
1.09041
1.3508
1 .75
2.2395
2 . 7 619
3.2507
3. 649
3.9094
4
+ 3 sin"
1.04
1.16
1.32
1 .49
1.66
1.80
1.91
1.97
2
* 3
6
5.76
5. n
4.54
4.02
3.61
3.33
3.14
3. 04
3
A model has also been made of this surface.
The following is the construction of the isometric drawing
of Q-surface, figure (11).
To divide xy-plane in isometric projection around o by lines
10 Q apart, draw any line LMXOZ and draw over LM as a diameter a
semi-circle, thus determining the right isosceles triangle LMC. Di-
vide< LCM into 9 equal parts. Let CS be a line making with CL an
angle of 20* . Connect S with o, then oS is the line in isometric
projection making with OX an angle corresponding to 20°. If Op is the
radius of the circle cut out on the surface by the plane through
Q0S, then draw PP/J*Lm and CP/ in true length of oP. To reduce c P,
to axis 02 make cPj ? c~> and draw P^PjJ^to LM. 0Q = oPj will be the
reduced length of the radius of the circle on the z-axis.

When OP x OP' OQ = OQ/.
Inscribe ellipse in parallelogram having PP' and QQ' as ax-
es. This ellipse will be an isometric drawing of the circle cut out
by the plane through Qo and oS making an angle of 20* with (oxz)-
plane
.
To find divisions in the second quadrant, draw a tangent
line to the ellipse in the (xoy)-plane at B. Make EV = BTJ, then in
reality angle BOV - angle UOB. Thus when angle UOY represents 30°,
angle BOV also represents 30°.
The same construction holds when k is an ellipse or an hy-
perbola .
VI. Construction of Q-surface for given z- and z-planes,
sphere and transformation.
In what follows I shall study the Q-surface of the recti-
linear congruence by means of a given circular transformation bet-
ween two fixed planes and a given sphere.
A sphere of radius r and center M is to be considered and
on it two points Z and Z and two planes perpendicular to each other
and tangent to the sphere. The planes may be considered as stereo-
graphic projections of the sphere from Z and z'as centers, hence Z
will be diametrically opposite from its plane and the same is true
of z'. Then take any point P on the sphere, figure (13), and project
it from Z and Z. A and A' will represent the projections of P on the
planes (xy) and (yz) respectively. A line through Z and Z will inte
sect these planes in B and B' Now by construction
ZZ' r r /2, BB'= 3 r VT
ZB' = ZB = 2 r fZ
,
then ZP.ZA s ZZ .ZB ^ 2 r /"2. r f?> - 4 r*

and ZP.z'a' = Zz'.ZB = 2 tYS.xfz r 4
If now the planes (yz) and (xy) represent complex planes, it is de-
sired to find the relation of the points A and A as a circular trans-
az + b
formation of the form z — between the two planes. The z = x
cz + d
+ iy-plane shall coincide in the same order with the Cartesian (xy)-
plane (z = o)j the z'= x' ¥ iy-plane in the same order with the (yz)-
plane ( x - o )
.
By the construction of the figure when z = r, z - -ir and
a
z -
-r, z' - 4-ir, and when z - qo , z' - -- - 3 ir, so substituting
these values in the formula
az -v b
z
cz -v d
ar + b
the results are: - i r - —
cr + d
-ar + b
•+ i r -
-cr + d
aa oo + b
z - <pO z - - f 3 ir
,
c CO + d
Dividing through by the constant c only three essential constants
remain to be determined in terms of A.
a . b
Thus
- ir - -
r f —
c
+ ir =
-a b
r +
c c
- r + 3-
Substituting the value of the constant already found, -- s 3 ir, the
(3 ir)r + k_ c
result is; - ir - Q-
r +
c
(- 3 ir)r + ^_
+ ir .
- r + &-
c
d h>
and reducing r(- ir) - (ir)— f (3 ir)r f — ,
c c

d b
r (- ir) - (- ir)—— (3 ir)r + —
,
c c
d b d b
or ir— + (3 ir)r + — = -i r— - (3 ir)r +• ---
,
c c o c
and collecting like terms
~ . d _ . T- d „
2 ir— - - 6 ir , or — = - 3 r.
c c
Then substituting this value for the other constant can be found
as follows, by adding the two equations
- ir
1
- (ir) (- 3r) t 3 ir1 + —
c
ir*- s ( r ir) (- 3r) - 3 ir* + —% ,
c
the usual result is: 2— = 2 ir\ or - ir*". The three constants
c c
having been determined, substituting them in the form of the cir-
a b
cular transformation z r = «s * q~ gives the desired result;
z 4- £*-
c
(3 ir)z -f ir*
z
r
=
.
z - 3r
The next step is to derive the properties of the congruence
which is found by the lines joining corresponding points A and A?
To do this it is necessary to pass a plane through ZZ and P cutting
the line of intersection of the planes in S and the sphere in the
circle C . Now it is seen that the line AA intersects ZZ' and since
P is any point on the sphere, all lines of the congruence pass
through ZZ'. And as P moves over the circle C , let P.,B, P<be any set
of points on it and A,A«,A*and A', A^Ajbe their inversions on the
planes, then there is plainly a projective relation existing between
(Z.A A/ A* ) and (Z.a'a'/A*) and consequently (A A, Aa ) ^(a'a'a^), then
by the quality ascribed to two projective ranges of points, their
product is a conic k. Hence, the envelope of all lines of the con-
gruence situated in a plane through ZZ' is a conic as shown before.
To every point of the sphere there corresponds a line of the

congruence which is tangent to the conic k which lies in a plane
passing through zz'and the point. When the conic is turned about ZZ',
k being variable, a certain surface Q is generated. Wow since all
lines of the congruence pass through ZZ, the congruence in the main
consists of all lines passing through Zz' and tangent to Q. From any
point of ZZ' two tangents can be drawn to the conic k in any given
plane through ZZ'or the same is true of any point in space lying in
a plane through ZZ*. Therefore the congruence is of the second order.
And too, any plane through ZZ' can only contain two lines of the
congruence so the class is second also. Therefore the lines joining
corresponding points in a circular transformation of two planes
form a (2,2) congruence.
To determine the character of the surface Q, it will be
necessary to investigate the conic k which generates the surface.
From the construction of the figure BB' is equally inclined to the
two planes. Kence the angles SBO and SBO are equal and SBB is half of
a rhombus. Then let P move on c until it coincides with Z, it is
seen that since the tangent to C at Z is parallel to SB, the ray
corresponding to Z is BS' parallel to BS. And similarly to Z' corres-
ponds the line BS parallel to BS. Therefore SBSB is a rhombus, and
the conic k is always inscribed in a rhombus and is accordingly an
ellipse. It can be nothing other than an ellipse, because by con-
struction Z and z'are fixed and too the semi-axes ok. and Q_ must be
always positive and << s: $ , This is determined by the different lines
of the congruence. Now as the coordinate planes have been changed,
the origin falling at o the center of c, and the z-axis coinciding
with ZZ^ the semi-axes of the conic can be easily determined. The
lengths are determined by AA** being at the farthest distance from o,
namely perpendicular to the line BB' and the line of intersection of
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planes. The circle <? has a radius £ and the angle of BB'with BS or
BS is (P, then from the figure
cos
SB - ~ 2—— _ iffC/f*- ~
'
—
so
it iY-Of eV-r^) * vr=;
—
—
Y^f*. l/L*
AB .A' b' a BZ.b' z' = (3r/s')'
t
.
When AA' is perpendicular to the line
of intersection of the planes, A3 - A B' } hence AB
1
= 3rx . Now is
the distance from AA to the origin, then cC : AB - So : SET , and
substituting in the above values, solving for <*
,
4r*
When AA' is perpendicular to BB", then
AS + SB = AB SB - SA = A' B" , hence
SB* - AS
V
= 8r\ and AS*" =. SB* - 8r x = /f J/i/T V-/y* 3
and since p is the perpendicular distance of o from AA , f : AS
a OB*: SB*" and substituting ?
J
To establish the equation of the surface Q, as has already
been done ZZ is the z-axis and the lines through the center of the
circle parallel and perpendicular to the line of intersection of the
planes are the x- and y-axes. Project the entire figure on the xy-
plane, figure (13) is obtained.

The sphere appears as a circle and the plane through ZZ as a chord
Z. Take any point v, coordinates (x,y,z) on c, it will lie on the
chord since e lies in the plane, then from figure (13)
y* Po (rx - C-r-f- (r
r
-
f*)
x*
= W - C
2r x
4 ftr r + f
4 - 3rJ 4 4?"
r
1
-- r
.4
4r i - 4""pT
»
reducing 4rv y
3
'- 4 P y* ^ 4 p*x - 3r* x a
a r*x
l
+ 3ra yx
f z .
2 (x1 4 y a )
X* 4- yl 25*
The equation of the surface Q is of the form
^(7i:
"' +
If*
~
or after replacing @ and ^ by their respective values, the
following is the equation
x*- + y 1 z
2
"
/ x r - 2r y
4A* Or* - 7r* 8 (x - y )
+ = 1
,
r'-x
1
+ Sr'y* 2r (x - 3y )
2 (x* + y* ) 2 (x - y )
when reduced is
(x* * 2y1 ) (9r*x* + 3ra y
3
) + 16 r* (x
J
+ 3yJ )z
?
- (73 rV+ 16 rV)
or 9xV + 30x2 y'' + 4y* f 16x*z* + 33y*-z*- - 73r* x* -
= o
,
16r*y* = o
,
which is an equation of the fourth degree. The surface will not be
drawn since it is so nearly like the one in the treatise by A.Erach,
The intersection of the surface with the xy-plane degene-
x1 y*
rates into —• + ^ 1' which is an ellipse.
These equations are much simplified when r is given some
numerical value, for instance 3. Hence the equation of the above
ellipse is

x
3
+ y
J
64
_ 1
4xa + 8y A
x
1
y
Z
or — 4 — - 1, semi-axes 132 and 4.
32 16
Should it be necessary to construct the surface, the procedure is
as follows. In figure (14) zz' - r Vz and the plane P cuts the spheie
of radius r in the circle C making an angle ^with the xoz-plane.
The equation of the sphere is:
. r fT r-f
x -a x + y 2 + z
J
=: — . Then by the figure x s
4 " 2
x' cos ^, y s- x' sin ^ and letting z - o and moving the x-axis to
x'
,
the equation becomes
,r /3~ a * _
(x* cos f -f ) * x' sin*^ r?
2
Multiplying this out and solving for x which represents the radius
of the circle in the plane P, the results are:
X* * XT H$ COS (p - — =0
-r /T cos ^ ± r fl + cos*^
X sb .
2
Since this represents the radius both positive and negative direc-
tion, subtracting one from the other it will give the diameter of
r
c - r /2 If cos*0, then f = —/2 1 f- cos*
2
Substituting these values of ^ and r in the formulae and £ , the
result is a general form for the semi-axes of the conic k in terms
of cos (p. And putting in the different angles, diefferent curves of
the surface are determined and can be easily plotted, giving the
form of the surface.
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After introducing the different values for cos the values
are;,
p cos (p
1
f
3
<k
4 yj
b
15 .969 1.96 4.05 1.65
30°
.866 1.87 4.2 3.004
45
°
.707 1.75 4.6 2. 58
60
4
• *~> 1.58 5.05 3.4
75
'
.258 1.46 5.4 4.003
90
'
1.41 m
The intersection of the surface Q with the xz-plane, y as Oj
degenerates into the ellipse
i iX Z*
_____
the semi-axes being K32 and fl8. And its intersection with the yz-
plane, x = o, it degenerates into the ellipse
y*
f — = 1,
4 3
the semi-axes being 4 and ^3, which are indent ical with the above
result s
.



















